Both Nazrul and Shelley raise their voice against corruption which lies almost in every society and impedes the development process by shaking the normal human relationships. Their words unmask the oppressors and exploiters who create an obvious gap between social classes, human relationships, and social institutions where people thrive for peace and harmony. This paper will analyze the poems 'The Rebel'(Bidrohi) by Bangladeshi national poet Kazi Nazrul Islam and 'Ode to the West Wind' by the English Romantic poet P.B. Shelley to show the deprivation and suffering of the subalterns, and the voice of the poets against the corruption and anomalies in their respective societies. This will be qualitative research where data will be collected by analyzing the texts and the renowned related critiques and articles from different sources. 'Theory of Subaltern' by Antonio Gramsci and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak will be observed in the study to bolster the voices of the poets. The people in the society who are dominated and deprived by the ruling class for long cannot speak of their misery to us. Thus the poets shoulder their responsibilities to carry their voice against injustice and inequalities take place in the society through their immortal verses. This study will help us to observe the unseen misery and to understand the unheard suffering of the subordinate class of the society who has been being oppressed by the ruling class for many years.
earth'. He takes the spirit of destruction from 'cyclone', 'hurricane', 'tornado', 'volcano', 'earthquake', 'flood' and 'poisonous asp' which make him a rebel. He says in the poem, 'I am the rebel, the rebel son of mother-earth'. 'The Rebel, 26). The Ocean teaches him to be 'tumultuous', fire teaches him to be 'sparky', 'breeze of the south' teaches him to be soothing and composed, the 'greenery' teaches him to hold shadow for the homeless, and 'the innocent flower' teaches him the tender love to show sympathy and affection to the sufferers. Thus Nazrul takes the essence of Nature to learn the real essence of life, and this essence makes him a maverick who tries to stop all kinds of injustice and corruption of the society.
In the same way, we see Shelley is a born rebel who also learns the revolutionary zeal from nature. Nature appears to him as a revolutionary force that drives him fighting for freedom, justice, and equality. Having lost all faith in the human race, he seeks to derive morality and humaneness from nature. He revolts against the existing bourgeois order, with its cold calculation and sordid moneygrubbing. Nature helps him to take a disguise to conceal the harsh reality of this cruel world where injustice and inequality prevail. The temporary escape from the cruelty and injustice, and the solidarity for the sufferer he nurtures in his bosom, he gets it from Nature. In the poem 'Ode to the West Wind', he finds Nature (west wind) as a mentor and comrade to him who guides him to the right path, the path he wants to pave for the deprived and sufferers by destroying all the evil forces. He finds the 'dead leaves' as the dead ideas to be swept from the society and also finds west wind as a 'Wild Spirit' which will destroy the old and preserve the new. He says in the poem, 'Wild Spirit, which art moving everywhere;/ Destroyer and preserver; hear, oh hear!' (Ode to the West Wind, 13-14). Moreover, he finds the 'angels of rain and lightning', 'black rain', 'fire', 'hail', 'unextinguished hearth', 'ashes', and 'sparks' in Nature which inject an annihilating force within him, and this force drives him to the destruction of the evil prevailing in the society.
III. LOVE AS AN ANNIHILATOR OF INJUSTICE AND CORRUPTION
The love found among all the aspects of Nature keeps harmony in the system which ensures stability and sinew in Nature. In the first part of the poem 'Ode to the West Wind', we see a love between the west wind and all the other aspects of Nature i.e. 'the dead leaves', 'pestilencestricken multitudes', 'dark wintry bed', 'the winged seed', 'plain and hills' etc. Here, the west wind plays a vital role in these natural aspects, and thus brings peace and harmony in the earth driving away from the entire negative forces from the surface of the earth. The poet wants to convey the message that this chaotic world needs love to annihilate its negative antagonists, and thus the relationship among all the classes of the society will be ensured. This love will play the role of a 'Destroyer' and 'Preserver' by destroying the negatives and preserving the positives. In the third part of the poem, the poet says that the 'palaces and towers', 'azure moss and flowers', 'the sea-blooms and the oozy woods', 'the sapless foliage' all these aspects of nature know the voice of the west wind which exposes the obvious love among them. Thus, Shelley tries to show that only love can equalize the hurdles of society and can establish an infant society free from all kinds of corruption. Nazrul in his poem 'The Rebel' also conveys the same message by saying that the Valiant rises piercing the earth and heaven. So, there must have an obvious connection (love) between the valiant and the earth, heaven and the Almighty. He says -Piercing the earth and the heavens, The Valiant also considers himself as 'the sudden tempest of ultimate summer' and 'the rebel son of mother earth' that shows the tender love between a mother and a son, and this love is very much needed and obvious. Moreover, this love is fully unconditional which ensures peace and prosperity in the society. He says 'I embrace the enemy' (The Rebel, 38) which also shows love even with the enemy needed to establish a good relationship with the people around who do not love us. The Rebel also compares himself with 'fury of the wildfire', 'typhoon', 'ocean', and 'brook' to show love and sympathy for the homeless. He says, 'I am the pain and sorrow of all homeless sufferers' (The Rebel, 84). Thus, he shows love and affinity for the poor who are deprived and oppressed. He also shares his joy and victory with others and vice versa. He says, 'I am the glorious sign of man's victory' (The Rebel, 112).
IV. FRENCH REVOLUTION IN SHELLEY AND NAZRUL
French Revolution (1789-93), which carries the slogan of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity, has a great impact on the romantic poet Shelley. The new ideas of the Revolutions were a source of inspiration for all the young and vibrant poets of society. They attracted the best of the intellectuals, artists, writers, philosophers, composers of the contemporary society where Shelley was one of the notable children of the French Revolution. The revolution implants in Shelley a hatred for the kings and the corrupted society where the natural goodness of man and the rights of natural impulse have been subdued. The working class has been suffering oppression for many years. He feels the urge to establish liberty, equality, and fraternity in society. Shelley in his early age gets expelled from Eton for propagating atheism, and then he embraces the French Revolution with passionate enthusiasm and aflame alacrity. In the Introduction to his long poem The Revolt of Islam he writes: "The French Revolution may be considered as one of those manifestations of a general state of feeling among civilized mankind …………..….. The sympathies connected with that event extended to every bosom. The most generous and amiable natures were those which participated the most extensively in these sympathies. But such a degree of unmingled good was expected as it was impossible to realize. "If the Revolution had been in every respect prosperous, then misrule and superstition would lose half their claims to our abhorrence, as fetters which the captive can unlock with the slightest motion of his fingers, and which do not eat with poisonous rust into the soul. The revulsion occasioned by the atrocities of the demagogues, and the re-establishment of successive tyrannies in France, was terrible, and felt in the remotest corner of the civilised world. Could they listen to the plea of reason who had groaned under the calamities of a social state according to the provisions of which one man riots in luxury whilst another famishes for want of bread? Can he who the day before was a trampled slave suddenly become liberal-minded, forbearing and independent?" (Shelley, Poetical Works, p. 32.)
The majority of the then society also supports Shelley's spirit and ideology. Thus the people and the other writers of contemporary society also feel the pain and suffering of the oppressed, and they also support Shelley along with the revolution which brings a drastic and immediate shift in social reformation to improvise the lives of the oppressed. The other romantics such as Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Byron also start to write works for and about the working man; pieces that the common man could relate to. Thus they break the previous trend of writing for the aristocrats and clergy, and rarely for and about the working man. Albert Hancock mentions in his book The French Revolution and the English Poets: a study in historical criticism that "The French Revolution came, bringing with it the promise of a brighter day, the promise of regenerated man and regenerated earth. It was hailed with joy and acclamation by the oppressed, by the ardent lovers of humanity, by the poets, whose task it is to voice the human spirit." Nazrul, on the other hand, nurtures the same feelings for the oppressed as Shelley does. He is also a fierce child of the French Revolution who did not confine himself only to the written words but attempted to build bridges with the people who are poor, oppressed, insulted and humiliated. He says - 
V. ROMANCTICISM (REVOLUTIONARY ZEAL) IN NAZRUL
The theme of resurrection, love for nature and humanity, leaning towards social injustice, thriving for social equality get Nazrul closer to the romantic poets of England and America. His fiery words resemble the fiery spirit of the romantic poets who speak for the oppressed and humiliated. Battle of equity, justice, and brotherhood reflect in the poems of the romantics as well as in the poems of Nazrul. Moreover, the revolting spirit against all odds and an irrepressible desire to annihilate all evil things around him to bring a renovated genesis equate Nazrul to the romantic poets. The exalted lyrics and the spontaneous use of diction bring him close to the romantics whose words speak for the subalterns. In these two quotations mentioned above, both the poets carry almost the same message where they intend to destroy the odd and old things of the society and then want to create a new universe free from inequality, injustice, tyranny, and oppression. Both of them carry a strong destructive force in their words, and this force is badly needed to drive the corruption away from their respective societies. So we see, Nazrul carries the revolutionary spirit of the romantic poets, especially the zeal of Shelley, in his poem 'The Rebel'. His zeal of revolution also reflects the zeal of the romantics when he especially talks about the oppression and tyranny of the rulers. So he wants to destroy this chain of tyranny first, then he wants to create a new world based upon love, sympathy, and brotherhood.
VI. NAZRUL AND SHELLEY: TWO REBELLIONS AND OUTCASTS
If we see the entire life of Nazrul, then it becomes quite manifested that he is a born rebel who devoted his whole life for the beneficiary of the poor and the deprived and makes himself an outcast in his society. He is a rule-breaker and a trendsetter at the same time who tries to reshape all the odds and anomalies of contemporary society. Being an outcast, he rejects the power of the upper class and resists all the evil forces of the society. Going against all the prevailed norms and values of the society, Nazrul calls himself a 'cyclone', a 'hurricane', a 'tornado', a 'thunder', a 'volcano','Israfil's bugle', 'the tumultuous roar of ocean', 'pensive gale of the east', an 'insane', 'Orpheus's flute', 'mighty flood', a 'poisonous asp', and 'the great rebel and the rebel eternal'. All these identities make him a rebel and an apostate in his society and indicate that he is the ultimate destroyer of all evils and odds of the society. VII. NAZRUL AND SHELLEY: THE EQUALIZERS Though Nazrul and Shelley are born in two different societies, they show the same attitude to their respective societies. Their voice and view-point carry the same spirit which tries to keep a balance in the society by equalizing all kinds of odds and adversities of the society. They try to establish an infant society free from all kinds of injustice and oppression where everyone can enjoy the same freedom. They raise their voices against religious conflict, class conflict, political conflict, gender conflict, etc. Then they talk about the equality to be established by abolishing all these conflicts, and they try to keep humanity above all kinds of inequalities through their immortal verses. Nazrul fights against British colonialism, fundamentalism, communalism, social prejudice and injustice towards the poor, women and the outlawed people. The British government raids his books and newspapers and gives him imprisonment, but cannot stop his revolutionary spirit. He continues his revolution even in the jail through his fiery writing. He writes 'RajbondirJabanbandi' (A Political Prisoner's Disposition) which shows his indomitable revolutionary spirit. Some of the noteworthy lines from the poem AnandomoyeerAgomone (Coming on Anandomoyee) reflect the same revolutionary zeal:
How much longer will you Stay hidden behind a clay statue? Heaven today is subjugated by merciless tyrants. . Lines: 1-18) In this poem, Nazrul plays the role of a social equalizer where he shows profound love for the poor and the needy people of his country. He tries to equalize the gap between the rich and the poor through these immortal words. Like this poem, Nazrul has written another magnificent poem Nari(women) where he upholds the right and respect of the women and equalizes the gap between men and women. "With all this wealth of Nature which, either in the form of gentlemen's parks or soil dedicated to agriculture, flourishes around, Marlow was inhabited (I hope it is altered now) by a very poor population. The women are lace-makers, and lose their health by sedentary labour, for which they were very ill paid. The Poor-laws ground to the dust not only the paupers, but those who had risen just above that state, and were obliged to pay poor-rates. The changes produced by peace following a long war, and a bad harvest, brought with them the most heart-rending evils to the poor. Shelley afforded what alleviation he could. In the winter, while bringing out his poem, he had a severe attack of ophthalmis, caught while visiting the poor cottages. I mention these thingsfor this minute and active sympathy with his fellow-creatures gives a thousandfold interest to his speculations, and stamps with reality his pleadings for the human race." (Shelley, Poetical Works, p. 157.) Shelley is greatly admired by Marx for his sympathy and revolutionary voice for the working class until his death. He does not confine himself only to lamenting the oppression of the common people, rather he always strongly calls on them to rise against their oppressors and uses his poetry to do it all the time.
IX.
CONCLUSION Nazrul and Shelley are two personalities full of love, romance and humaneness who express their feelings in the most beautiful way against corruption, injustice, oppression, inequality, bigotry, extremism, fanaticism, narrowmindedness, and exploitation. In their two poems mentioned above, they consciously or at best semi-consciously reflect the generally affected arenas of the respective societies to reshape them and refill them with universal values, peace freedom, justice, equality, harmony, and cooperation. Thus, they have become very significant figures for us to find a solution to the anomaly and anarchy of the 21st century. Nazrul struggles for the liberation of every individual as well as for the liberation of the Indian subcontinent because he knows very well that 'mankind cannot prosper universally without allowing every individual his legitimate rights and liberty.' On the other hand, Shelley always dreams of a utopian England where everybody will enjoy freedom equally and fully going beyond his name, designation, class, and status. His poetry is impregnated with the spirit of revolutionary democracy. His poetic spirit rebels against the restraints of tradition and habit and seeks to reshape the world in a new image. And it becomes obvious when he writes:
"The tranquility of successful patriotism, and the universal toleration and benevolence of true philanthropy; the treachery and barbarity of hired soldiers; vice not the object of punishment and hatred, but kindness and pity; the faithlessness of tyranny; the confederacy of the Rulers of the World, and the restoration of the expelled Dynasty by foreign arms; the massacre and extermination of the Patriots, and the victory of established power; the consequences of legitimate despotism, -civil war, famine, plague, superstition, and an utter extinction of the domestic affections; the judicial murder of the advocates of Liberty; the temporary triumph of oppression, that secure earnest of its final and inevitable fall; the transient nature of ignorance and error, and the eternity of genius and virtue." (Shelley, op. cit., p. 32.)
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